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LAGUNITAS INVESTS IN SMALLER
BREWERIES

Lagunitas Brewing announced last week that it is
taking a stake in three breweries in different parts of the
country, and it will open up buildings in Portland, Oregon,
and San Diego that nonprofits can use for fundraisers.
Financial terms of the investments were not disclosed. The
purchases were all funded by Lagunitas and did not require
any capital outlay from Heineken, which bought a 50 percent
share of Lagunitas last year. In an interview with the Chicago
Tribune, Lagunitas founder Tony Magee said, “I would call it
expansion. In consolidation, you’re looking for synergies and
bringing efficiencies and trying to shrink the pool of
competitors. This is really about all of us expanding our
experience base, our understanding of things and growing our
businesses at the same time.” The stakes are in Southend
Brewery and Smokehouse in Charleston, S.C., Independence
Brewing Co. in Austin, Texas, and Moonlight Brewing in
Santa Rosa, Calif. “These aren’t conquests ... it’s not for
scale,” Magee told a local newspaper. “This a thread to make
more local connections.” Moonlight founder Brian Hunt said
the opportunity “to secure Moonlight’s future into the next
generation” was the driving factor along with his friendship of
Magee, who he has known since 1993. When asked by the
Tribune if there would be more deals, Magee answered, “Oh,
yeah. I want to do more than three. I want to make a bunch of
these relationships. This is a beginning, not an end point of
anything.”

MISSOURI’S SMALL BREWERS LOSE
LEGISLATIVE BATTLE

Members of Missouri Small Brewers Association lost
a battle to block changes in the state law that allow brewers to
lease branded refrigerated coolers to retail accounts. The law
opens up sales of growlers to conveniences and grocery
stores, and they may range in size from 32 ounces to 128
ounces. Previously only breweries and some bars could fill
the containers. However, while proponents say the cooler law
will help consumers and the beer industry because it could
mean more refrigerators to store cold beer craft brewers
disagree. Jeff Schrag, president of the Missouri Small Brewers
Association, said the new law will give big companies like
Anheuser-Busch InBev an unfair advantage in dictating what
beers could be stocked in coolers, limiting access to smaller,
independent brewers. “This is about the slow annihilation of
craft beer in America. They are going to do it by a thousand
tiny cuts,” said Schrag, owner of Mother’s Brewing Co. in
Springfield. “The Legislature and Gov. Nixon voted against
Missouri small business. It’s just heartbreaking.”

AB InBEV SUBJECT OF EUANTITRUST
PROBE

EU antitrust regulators will investigate whether
brewer Anheuser-Busch InBev is illegally blocking cheaper
imports of its own beer into the Belgian market, the European
Commission said last week. “AB InBev may be pursuing a
deliberate strategy to restrict so-called ‘parallel trade’ of its
beer from less expensive countries, such as the Netherlands
and France, to the more expensive Belgian market,” the
commission said in a statement. The investigation would
focus on whether the brewer changes the packaging of beer
cans or bottles to make it harder to sell them in other
countries and whether it restricts non-Belgian retailers’ access
to rebates to prevent them from importing cheaper beer to
Belgium. AB InBev faces the risk of a fine up to 10% of its
global turnover if found guilty of breaching EU antitrust rules.

WASWORLD’S OLDEST PAYCHECK
CASHED IN BEER?

A cuneiform tablet discovered in what is now Iraq
suggests that workers long ago may have chosen to take
payment in the form of beer. New Scientist is calling the
5,000-year-old tablet “the world’s oldest known payslip.” The
tablet shows a human head eating from a bowl, meaning
ration, and a conical vessel, meaning beer. The New Scientist
reports “scattered around are scratches recording the amount
of beer for a particular worker,” allowing archaeologists to
surmise that the tablet was a record of how workers were
compensated by employers.

AMERICAN HOP FARMERS PLANT
RECORDACREAGE

The United States Department of Agriculture reports
farmers in the Northwest have strung a record number of
acres for hop production in 2016 — 17% more than in 2015.
Much can happen between now and harvest beginning in late
August, but a record crop seems likely. The fastest growing
varieties include hops known for bold, fruity aromas and
flavors. Farmers planted 51% more Mosaic (increasing areas
from 1,800 to 2,717) and 48% more Citra (from 2,993 to
4,430). For sake of comparison, farmers in the Northwest
strung 7,371 acres of Cascade this year. Overall acreage in the
Northwest is up to 51,115, and in Oregon hit the highest level
(7,669 acres) since 1997. Outside the Northwest, farmers
expanded acreage even more (on a percentage basis), boosting
it 58% to 2,098 acres. Michigan farmers have strung 650
acres of hops, New York farmers 300 and Wisconsin’s 297.

Hello there, ECBA’ers! Well the weather is finally turning spring-like. Unfortunately, it’s just too late for the Spring
Thaw show. For the second year in a row the show was hardly spring-like; more like a Spring Freeze! Especially in a hotel with
no indoor corridors it was uncomfortable, to say the least. Too bad, because otherwise it was a good show. A lot of great
breweriana was available (although all I accumulated were my usual craft coasters). We also had two great hospitality rooms:
the main show suite, where we enjoyed the craft beer tasting on Friday, and the Rusty Bunch room, featuring good eats and
many brews. On Saturday, the trade floor was hopping. Afterward, some of us convened at the Ever Grain Brewery (just over a
mile down the street from the hotel), and back at the show we enjoyed a picnic-style dinner (alas – indoors, due to the weather)
with good rocking music by the Rusty Bunch band.

Now it’s time to turn our attention to the Convention. Remember, we’re combining with the ABA in Canton, Ohio this
year, AND it’s earlier than normal, in late June. So don’t make a mistake and take your vacation in July as normal. Also, get
your reservations (especially for the hotel) in early. You don’t want to be in an alternate hotel. Take it from me, I did it in
Rochester and that did suck!

How often do you contemplate the ECBA logo? I admit I often tend to take it for granted, although I’ve considered it
the best looking logo, what with that stylish, wooden keg design, of all the logos of the major breweriana-collecting clubs. For
that matter, how many of you know the origin of the logo? I’m sure Dave Lang knows, cause he’s been a member since the
beginning. But the rest of us? Not so likely.

Well I recently received an e mail from Sonja (Anderson) Haskell. That’s right, Will Anderson’s first wife. Having met
Will in the early 80’s, after their break-up, I never met Sonja. Her message was simple: “Do you know you are using my
drawing of the ECBA logo?” We proceeded to exchange e mails, as I am always interested in the history of the hobby. I told her
how excited I was to finally meet hers and Will’s sons, Carl and Curt, when we gave our eulogy to Will at the convention a
couple of years ago. Sonja responded that she went onto our web site after Will died and she saw her keg, and that it brought
back memories of the few drawings she did for Will’s books. She also mentioned: “I still have one tin sign from Yuengling That
Dick Yuengling gave ME in 1975 when we had the ECBA convention there. He gave Will and me a private tour of the brewery,
shared some brew, and gave me the sign. It is proudly displayed in my home. I drew the cover of that convention brochure. I
still have that, too. I see Dave Lang was treasurer then. I plan on passing these items on to my sons.” I’m really glad I received
those messages. Thank you so much, Sonja.

So that’s it for now. I sure hope to see most of you in Canton. This will be my last convention as ECBA president. It’s
been a quick three years. Please vote for the Beerhunter. He should do a much better job than me. Cheers!
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